Offie Memorandum
No. 57/2017-GA

Attention is invited to this Secretariat's O.M No. A-l 0118ll/2014-PPC dated 30.03.2015 as modified vide corrigendum dated 31.03.2015, regarding timely forwarding of proposals related to extension/engagement of Consultants/Advisors/Special Assignees, etc requiring approval of CEO, PB or Prasar Bharati Board, whereby, the following had been conveyed:

1. Proposals related to extension/engagement of Consultants/Advisors/Special Assignees, etc, requiring approval of CEO, Prasar Bharati should be forwarded to this Secretariat, along with the recommendations of HI-CC, at least 30 days before expiry of tenure or proposed date of engagement, as the case may be.

2. Proposals related to extension/engagement of Consultants/Advisors/Special Assignees, etc, requiring approval of Prasar Bharati Board should be forwarded to this Secretariat, along with the recommendations of HLCC, at least 60 days before expiry of tenure or proposed date of engagement, as the case may be.

3. However, inspite of the above guidelines, a number of proposals for extension of contractual engagees are received in PB for approval of the Competent Authority after the expiry of their tenures. It is observed that such contractuals continue their services in anticipation of approval of their extension.

4. The matter has been examined and it has been decided that in case orders for extension of tenure of a contractual engagee is not issued before the expiry of his/her tenure, he/she will stand disengaged on the expiry of his/her tenure. In cases, where the decision to continue the services of such contractual engagees is conveyed after the expiry of their tenure, they shall be considered to have been re-engaged from the date of issue of orders in this regard.

5. This order shall be effective from 16.03.2015. Accordingly, such contractual engagees whose tenures have expired but are presently working in anticipation of extension shall stand disengaged w.e.f. 15.03.2017 (AN), if their tenure is not extended.

6. This issues with the approval of the Competent Authority (Srideb Nanda) Director (Admn.)
Copy with a request to ensure compliance of para 3 & 4 above:

(i) ADG (Admn.)/ADG (Fin.), DG: AIR

(ii) ADG (Admn.)/ADG (Fin.), DG: Doordarshan

(iii) ADG (Admn.), DG: NSD, AIR

(i") ADG (Admn.), DG: N&CA, Doordarshan

Copy for information to: Staff Officer to CEO/Member (Fin.)
All ADGs/DDGs/Directors/Dy. Directors/S.O.s/Sr.A.O.s/A.O.s in PB Sectt

(a)

(b)